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EVENTING COMMITTEE 
Consultation process for the  

2013 Rules revision  

 

The Eventing Committee chaired by Giuseppe Della Chiesa, consisting of Anne-Mette 

Binder Deputy Chairman, Clayton Fredericks (AUS), Robert Kellerhouse (USA), Alec 
Lochore (GBR) and Pierre Michelet (FRA), together with the FEI Eventing Department 

would like to collect views from all parties involved and open a discussion on the main 
topics that could be part of the statutory Rules revision for 2013. 

For this reason 3 Open Forums for Eventing will be organized: 

1. Luhmühlen (GER) during the  European Championships Thursday 24 August 
2011 after Dressage  

2. Guadalajara (MEX) during the Pan Am Games Eventing on Friday 21 October 
2011 

3. Australia November 2011 or New Zealand early 2012 date and place to be 

confirmed 

In order to prepare the discussion topics for these forums the Committee wish to 

present the following document for review by the NFs, OCs, Riders and Officials and 
would very much like to receive feed- back by 18 July 2011. 

The feedback from all parties is very much appreciated to allow full involvement by all 

for the future development of the Eventing Sport.  

The intention is to start an overall consultation process to take place until May 2012 

in order to prepare the needed rules revision and changes for presentation to the FEI 
GA in November 2012 for implementation 1 January 2013. 

Your initial views on the following points to be discussed are much appreciated: 

 

 

1. COMPETITION FORMATS (CIC-CCI) 

This issue has been much discussed inside and outside the Eventing Committee and it 

has become apparent that with the current evolution of the sport after the deletion of 
the Steeple-Chase and roads and tracks maintaining a clear difference between the 
two formats (CIC-CCI) is becoming increasingly difficult. 

Hence the questions: 

 Is it still relevant for the international sport of Eventing to keep two different 

competition formats?  

 If we retain the two different competition formats should there be a clearer 
difference between the formats? 

 Is the flexibility we currently have with the two formats a positive attribute and 
if so how do we ensure that the two formats remain different? 

 Does having the two formats create confusion around the different rules? 
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 Do we need two formats to ensure we maintain robust MER principles? Or could 
the overall structure of “qualifications – minimum requirements” be simplified 

by restructuring the competition formats. 

Should the sport be concerned that: 

 The specificity of each format is often difficult to understand for the insiders 

and nearly impossible for the general public. 

 Are there any small changes that could be made to simplify and strengthen the 

sport? (i.e. minimize alternatives at 1&2 star level, ...) 

 Especially at the lower levels (1&2 star) distances and number of efforts in 
some cases tend to blend together and the only difference is often represented 

by a loop and maybe one or two more fences.  

 Maintaining at international level the two formats requires a greater level of 

complexity in rules and regulations  

Your initial views on the following points to be discussed are much appreciated: 

- Could the international sport of Eventing be defined as “one sport” based on 
the current CCI format leaving the one day (CIC) to be used at national level 
only? 

- Is the tradition order of tests important or not – does the Dressage, Cross-
Country, Jumping order of tests represent eventing and does it have any 

influence on the public perception of “horse welfare” ?  

- If there was a single format should the CIC format be retained at 3 star level 
for certain  special competitions i.e. the right to retain the format for WC’s etc? 

 

 

2. QUALIFICATIONS OF ATHLETES & HORSES (MER) 

It is agreed that the international Eventing “qualification system” has had and 
currently has a huge impact on all involved in the sport.  

It has often been criticized for being too complicated and often misleading for the 
wrong perception that having obtained a qualification for a higher level automatically 
would imply “competence to compete at that level”. 

The change of definition from Qualification Result (QR) to MER (Minimum Eligibility 
Requirements) does not seem to have improved the situation and National 

Federations still find it difficult to reject an entry to an international competition  by 
riders/horses that have obtained the MER also if they are not considered competent to 
participate at that certain level. 

Hence the question if the Eventing qualification system is fulfilling the right 
role in the sport today and if not, how it could be improved. 

The overall qualification system has often been perceived to be too complicated and 
the original policy of using the same criteria for horses and riders has made it very 
difficult to make justice of the great variability of cases.  

After ten years of the current system it might be useful to reconsider the whole 
system and it’s foundation. 
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To streamline the discussion on the review of the Eventing qualification procedure 
your initial views on the following would be greatly appreciated: 

- Is the current Eventing qualification system achieving the right result ? 

- Is the meaning of “minimum eligibility requirement (MER)” clear to national 
federations, riders, trainers, parents, sponsors ? 

- Is the Eventing qualification system discouraging national federations, riders, 
trainers, parents, sponsors to take up their responsibility ? 

- If we adopted a one format sport and gave more emphasis to NF’s would we 
lose the control of the standards by which athletes obtain MER 

- Are technical requirements for MER strong enough ? 

- How important is it for the sport of Eventing to ensure that new horses and 
riders get the right positive experience before stepping up the levels also if this 

would necessarily mean a slower progression for horses and riders ? 

- Could a different approach for riders and horses improve the system (riders 

licenses) ? 

- Could a “reverse qualification” (downgrading) in the case of a clear failure of 
performance improve the system and increase the level of responsibility of all 

involved ? 

- How important is the achievement of a MER as a combination ? 

- Could performances at national competitions be better integrated as part of the 
overall qualification process ? 

- Could larger nations assist smaller nations to establish better national 

qualification structures and processes ? 

 

3. OTHER TOPICS 

The Committee welcomes any other topics proposed by NFs, Riders, Officials, 
Organizers or others that could be included for discussion point at the Open Forums. 

It would be appreciated if these topics proposed could be of general interest and/or 
related to the 2013 Rules revision to all involved. 

 

We look forward to reading your comments and thank you for forwarding your 
comments and proposals by 18 July 2011 addressed to the FEI Eventing 

Department, Catrin Norinder (catrin.norinder@fei.org)  

 

Yours sincerely, 

FEI Eventing Committee: 

Giuseppe Della Chiesa (Chairman); Anne-Mette Binder, Clayton Fredericks, Robert 

Kellerhouse; Alec Lochore, Pierre Michelet. 
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